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ABSTRACT 
The work consenters a new innovation approach to a hardware execution of a Bio-Inspired Medical Hearing Aid 
which has the particularity to be portable and hence demands reduced resources and low power. This paper shows 
how we suitably enforced hardware optimization in the aim to reach on computational intensive DSP algorithms 
for use to better execution and efficiency of a hearing aid device on FPGA. Deaf people bear from their social disease, 
so a device which could correct their hearing loss is needed. Even the technology advances these embedded 
devices can still be optimized for low cost. Donations mainly focus area reduction and hence low power 
expenditure and dissipation. We propose a new invention approach to meet the stipulations of this em bedded 
system. 
Keyword: Ear trumpet, DWT, FIR, area, Latency, Power consumption. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Voice speech communication is one of the most essential tools for communication whereas some people don’t 
have profit from this chance on account of their hearing loss. Speech is badly observed by these impaired 
individuals affording to poor intelligibility. This encounters generally in noisy and reverberant environment 
[1][2]. 

Since many years, prosthesis and cochlear implants have been used but deaf persons are still encountering 
uneasy and endure from this social disable. 
A Lot of investigators were held for speech enhancement leading to many donations for algorithms development 
and circuits’ design with less complexity and fast processing [3][4][5]. Experiencing that it is difficult, say 
insufferable, to regurgitate the natural hearing for impaired persons, our donation is to make the filtered signal 
more closely to the original one for better intelligibility and hearing comfort. The DSP algorithms [6] were 
carried out using traditional DSP or general aim microprocessors. It was issued that they have limited 
capabilities for processing high volume data efficiently at real time. The trends were shifted to specific 
processors such as Asics in order to meet the increased complexity and performance requirements of these 
algorithms but with high cost function. 
The rapid growth in the industrial management has entered in the growth of several and performed hardware 
digital signal processing application systems. The Executions of intensive computational DSP algorithms become 
for investigators a day to day application program area for digital computer hardware platforms [7][8]. FPGA [9] 
has accepted a large area of use because of some advantages over Asic engineerings. Several hardware platforms 
[10][11][12] were designed with different combinations and optimizations of filters structures. They were 
simulated and synthesized using Xilinx or Altera FPGA growth kits. 
The affect of these computer hardware optimization techniques on the overall DWT hardware system are 
examined and the tradeoffs between the pertinent hardware performance metrics especially power consumption, 
latency, resource utilization and functioning frequency are conceived and investigated [13]. 

Today, FPGAs are majorly favored to the relatively high capacity and low cost, short design cycle and short time 
to market. They yield the capability of constant shape to meet application performances which are highly 
favored. Recent FPGA admits altered signal processing capacities of high performance logic and inherent 
parallelism enabling FPGAs to have particular Multiply-Accumulate (MAC) blocks within its hardware. By 
using FPGA, the pattern can be simulated and then synthesized with low cost. The hardware design is then ready 
for fabrication and use. Our work is focused in the execution of an efficient multi level one dimension Discrete 
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Wavelet Transform (DWT) on FPGA for medical hearing aid application. The suggested architecture combines 
hardware optimization techniques to formulate a flexible DWT architecture that has a high execution and is 
suitable for portability, high processing speed and power efficiency [9][10] in order to optimize the hardware, we 
have cut down FPGA imaginations by using some proficiencies and orientated the VHDL [14] program in order 
to have a synthesized IP-based on customized DSP slice imaginations of the FPGA. 

The paper is split into four main sections. An overview of hearing loss is presented in the next section. Section 
three illustrates how the DWT algorithm is modeled to the cochlea structure. In Section four, we demonstrate the 
implementation of the FIR filters and show the computer simulation, the synthesis and the appropriate estimates. 
Performance analysis of the whole arrangement and the positions for next work are demonstrated in the 
conclusion. 

2. OVERVIEW OF HEARING LOSS 
Marred persons are guessed by some disturbance developments, namely noise and echo, which cuts down the 
intelligibility and therefore their capacity for realizing and communicating. Some examines were imparted to 
evaluate the status of noise and echo disinvesting. 

2.1Noise  Step-down  

Noise intersections speech show and can be inhibited or reduced by a low pass filtering as shown by Figure 1. However, 
when employing such action on a signal, we sometimes deliverance to the elimination of some singularities of the indicate 
which can comprise significant information. 

Signal 

 
Figure 1: Speech shows versus noise separation. 

In order to improve comprehensibility, noise should be reduced but cannot be fully eliminated from speech because nothing 
is known about this latter and how far is it simulated with speech [15]. Care should be taken when utilizing denoising 
algorithms to avoid constructing any severe degradation of the resulting indicate. The time-scale analysis is the perfect 
result for speech treating as we will in Section III. Noise intersections the speech signal in both time and Frequency; so, it is 
unmanageable to remove it solely. Hence, greatest care was made in the development of noise reductions techniques. 

  2.2Echo Override  
The Acoustical feed back denotes to the acoustical matching amongst the loudspeaker system and the mike of the hearing 
aid. The exaggerated sound sent through the loudspeaker is sometimes fad back into the mike as shown in Figure 2. As a 
result, the original signal becomes distorted and then poor intelligibility goes on. One direct answer is to cut down the gain, 
but this restriction gives low energy making signals falling below the discovering threshold and no compensation is made to 
the impaired persons. 

 

Figure 2: Acoustic resubmit in hearing aids. 
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Acoustic feedback suppression proficiencies are suitable to enhance the maximum gain of the system without making it 
unstable, as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Adaptive filtering diagram. 

Wiener adaptive filtering techniques [16] conceive stationary signals and use, LMS [17], NLMS [18] or RLS [19] 
algorithms. For non-stationary signals, generalized proficiencies are used based on Kalman filtering [20]. 
The estimated error is given in [16] by: 

 
 
The aim is to find the optimal constants which make the error as small as potential. In order to do that, we should denigrate 
the energy of the total error given by the equation: 

  
By constructing dE/daj = 0, we can obtain the coefficients a j from the m generated equations. 

3. THE BIO DIVINE RECURSIVE EXAMPLE 

Before building the algorithmic rule model, we first make an overview on how the basilar membrane acts as a group of 
mimicked dribbles. 

3.1 Basilar Membrane Modeling (BMM) 
The cochlea is an afforded spiral tube lying in the middle ear. The opening in its base builds possible the insight of the 
sound indicates. The concluded end is called the apex. The sound is discovered and coded allowing to its frequency but 
it is place coding on the basilar membrane. The sounds of high frequencies are detected at the base, whereas those of 
low frequencies are discovered at the apex. The frequencies are distributed along the basilar membrane in a very exact 
manner as constituted by Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Long view of the cochlea. 

The filters within the cochlea are broadcast in bands along the basilar membrane and are responsible of the property of the 
sound frequency in the ear. These filters can be modeled in a pseudo-logarithmic way. They are either triangular (Mels) or 
rectangular (ERB). The bands are linear up to 500 Hz and logarithmic beyond. Each bandwidth can be determined using 
the formula [16]: 
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Where f is the central frequency of the band. 

3.2 Study of the DWT 

The Discrete Wavelet Translate [22] is a substantial approach for the analysis of a transient signal. The connection was 
made amongst the wavelet transform and multi-rate filter bank trees by Mallat since 1989 [13]. From signal processing 
point of view, the wavelet transform of a sequential signal is to recursively decompose a sampled sequence of a signal into 
two components in octave bands. A recursively asymmetric decomposition levels, leads to a similar bands distribution as the 
basilar membrane which make the DWT the adequate algorithm [23]. Three degree wavelet decomposition is shown in 
Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: The level decomposition of Wavelet analysis. 
 

The input signal is expand into two signals by the Low Pass Filter committing what we call the guess of the signal and, by the High 
pass filter giving a detail of the signal at the first level. The procedure can be repeated on for other levels using a symmetric or 
asymmetric decomposition. The wavelet constants can be used to rebuild the original signal without any distortions. The LPF and 
HPF are Finite Impulse Response (FIR) Filters. FIR filters are the basis of the DWT. For a dyadic theatrical, the basic analysis / 
synthesis structure of the DWT is demonstrated by the Quadratic Mirror Filters (QMF) shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: Quadratic Mirror filter structure. 

Where the Hx filters state for Decomposition (D) and Gx for Reconstruction Period (R). HPF means High Pass Filter and 
LPF is the Low Pass Filter. These filters are related by the following equations:- 

 
By setting: G0 (z) = H1 (-z) and G1 (z) = -H0 (-z), we satisfy: 
 

 Perfect reconstruction with latency (T) 
 No aliasing 

 
The constants are obtained by Matlab using Wfilters for unlike wavelet. They are stored as real and then convinced to 
fix point numbers so as they can be conducted in the hardware design circuit. The choice of the FIR filters is due to 
coefficient sensibility, round off noise, stability and are suitable for high speed applications [24]. 
The FIR filters use a convolution principle of the input signal X(n) by the impulse response h(n). The output Y(n) is 
given by the following numerical expression: 
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The FIR filter is compiled of multipliers, adders and delay units. Recent FPGA admits DSP48A1 elements making 
ideal to implement DSP functions. 
The n input samples from the data set are demonstrated at the input of each DSP48A1 slice. 
Each slice can be used to manifold these samples with the corresponding coefficients within the DSP48A1. The outputs 
of the multipliers are combined in the cascaded down adders. A basic DSP48 slice is shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: DSP Piece 48 A1 with Pre-Adder. 

The sample delay logic is denoted by Z-1, the (-1) constitutes a single clock delay. The delayed input samples are 
furnished to the one input of the multiplier factor. The constants constituted by (h (0) to h (N-1)) are supplied to the 
other input of the multiplier through individual ROMs, RAMs, registers or constants. The output Y (n) is simply the 
summation of a set of input samples, and in time, multiplied by their respective coefficients. The DSP48A1 lying inside 
the FPGA is desirable for low power dissipation and high throughput based pipelining and parallel processing [25]. 

4. ARCHITECTURE PERFORMANCE 

The filter construction of FIR of length L (called order of the filter) is represented in Figure 8. This body structure 
depicts the relationship between the input and output sequences. The input tastes are detained and procreated by the 
desirable constants and then increased give the output at time n. 

 

Figure 8: Convolution rationale in FIR 
The computer architecture of each FIR block admits a FIFO register for data input, a register for the constants and the 
operators. The data output is hived away in computer memory. The FIR block is presented in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 9: Basic FIR filters computer architecture Design. 
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The First in first out at the input is satisfied by the input data samples. An input register of length N is used to store the 
input sequence X (n) taken from the First in first out. These tastes are convolved with the coefficients which have been 
already stored in a constants register. The output sequence is also stored in a FIFO register (memory). 

5. DATA-BASED RESULTS 

The experimentations were held with a real man talking speech signal “the Discrete Fourier Transform of a real 
value signal is conjugate-symmetric”. The wave signal is sampled at a frequency Fs = 22050 Hz. We take blocs 
of 10000 samples by Hamming windowing. For our experiments, Daubechies 4 was chosen. The filters 
coefficients are demonstrated in Table I. 

 

 
 

The input data sample distribution and the constants were quantified and approximation tests were done for 8, 
10, 12, 14, 16 bits. The improve approximation was obtained for 12 bits and over. The 12 bits quantization has 
been picked out for the rest of the experimentation. The input samples and the constants have been converted to 
signed fix point data using a Q1.11 format. The output ensues after multiplications and additions are of format 
Q5.22. So, a truncation is done giving an output data of Q1.11 format with paltry faults. The samples are 
convinced from floating to fixed point numbers, so they can be handled by the VHDL programs and then 
compared to those obtained by Matlab. A flow chart inclines by Figure 11. 

5.1 Computer simulation 
In the VHDL computer simulation procedure, we gave the outputs of the design which are equated to the outputs 
generated at the algorithmic level using Matlab. We used for accuracy in metric estimation, the peak error and 
the Mean Square Error (MSE). A maximum operation is accomplished with an error of less than 0.3 %. In 
Figure 10, we make a comparing among the data obtained from the ensuing output samples stored in the output 
files, using Matlab text read and plot parts. 

 
 

Figure 10: Matlab versus VHDL computer simulation analysis. 

5.2 Synthetic thinking 

For post-deduction, we applied the EP2C70F896C6 device of Cyclone II family at 100 Mhz clock. A VHDL Net 
list controlling Altera simulation primitives was generated and has been used again for correct compiling and 
computer simulation. The design was synthesized using QuartusII giving the circuit at the Register Transfer 
Level (RTL) shown by Figure 11. The architecture needs registers of N bits if the data input is N bits but, our 
suggested architecture only needs L bits First in first out register and therefore we get an optimized structure for 
execution. 
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Figure 11: FIR block Diagram at RTL. 

 

As shown by Figure 11, the basic FIR bloc is classified into two marching units. The first computes the 
convolution coefficients with the L first bits and then with the L next bits with a save f the overlap data. Only a 
few bits are maintained dealing to a gain of space memory. The technological established is given by Figure 12. 
We can see that the electrical circuit use combinational components such as adders and multipliers. The system 
is assured by a state machine which contemporizes the data skill and data discussion processes. 

 
Figure 12: FIR Technical Block Diagram. 

The functioning metrics evidence the effective donation of FPGA imaginations in the execution of the FIR 
filters which are the basic constituents for the global system design (DWT). This hardware design has 
permitted the reduction of the used area; the used resources are less than 4% and the optimization of the 
latency and the power consumption. The result summary for resources utilization from synthesis is given by 
Table II.  

 

 

It is also compared to that found in previous work using direct form design. From the plotted graphs, we can see 
that the curves are totally overlapped, meaning of the very accurate results; see Figure 12. 

6. ASSOCIATED WORKS 

The direct form (DF) FIR dribbles computer architecture was first carried out by Beganne et al. [26]. This 
architecture was standard and had low design complexity, low hardware response time and could be well 
expanded to further levels of decomposition. However, this architecture had a large critical path delay, needs 
more imaginations and high power dissolution. We have first carried out this computer architecture in order to 
equate it with our new intention approach [27]. For optimization, we utilize the reserve hardware pipeline and 
parallel proficiencies within the DF and use polyphone filters instead of decimation process. In this new 
architecture, we employed the interchange form (TF) filters to reduce critical path delay. We also use an Over 
Lapp Add (OLA) calculation method in order to overcome the memory space and the expecting time for filling 
the data in the input FIFO register. 
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7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We have developed and tested a DSP system for discovering impaired persons. It contains wide bandwidth and a 
great deal of flexibility in correcting the overall speech processing algorithm. The DSP48A1 fades have been 
integrated into FPGA for Digital Signal Processing intention. They are gathered in columns using less wiring 
which cuts down internal connections and avoid critical paths and hence time response time. The use of 
DSP48A1 has allowed a high performance of the system and about 20 % of the power dissipation is gained. The 
principle objective of this paper was to demonstrate the new invention approach of a low cost and reconfigurable 
FPGA platform. It can be used to test the DWT algorithmic program with different arguments as to meet the 
stipulations for different hearing health problem. We are presently engaging research to better our current 
algorithms and computer architecture design for further noise reduction and echo nullification. Knowing that the 
percept of speech is extremely immanent in nature, the system is subjected to be tested on human subjects in the 
real world surroundings. The patient’s reaction will influence the succeeder or loser of this DSP system. 
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